The Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm is the prototype for a class of Markov chain Monte Carlo methods that propose transitions between states and then accept or reject the proposal. These methods generate a correlated sequence of random samples that convey information about the desired probability distribution. Deciding how this information gets recorded is an important step in the practical design of MH-class algorithm implementations. Many implementations discard most of this information in order to reduce demands on storage capacity and disk writing throughput. Here, we describe how recording a bit string containing 1's for acceptance and 0's for rejection allows the full sample sequence to be recorded with no information loss, facilitating decoupling of simulation design from the constraints of data analysis. The recording uses only one bit per sample, which is an upper bound on the rate at which information about the desired distribution is acquired. We also demonstrate the method and quantify its benefits on a nontrivial colloidal system of charged particles in the canonical ensemble. The method imposes no restrictions on the system or simulation design and is compatible with descendants of the MH algorithm.
Introduction
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods enable importance sampling from complicated, concentrated probability distributions. The Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm [1, 2] is the prototype for a class of MCMC algorithms where transition proposals are accepted or rejected to generate each sample. Its applicability to distributions where probability ratios, but not absolute probabilities, are easily computed motivates its broad usage. Since the complexity and scale of these applications routinely push against computational resource limits, practical techniques for minimizing storage requirements and execution time are important aspects of implementations. Ideally, the full sequence of samples is recorded in a compact format that facilitates analysis and interpretation.
Current implementations of Metropolis-Hastings-class algorithms typically reduce the information content of the full sample sequence in two ways before it is recorded. In the first, a small fraction of samples are recorded in complete detail, but the rest are discarded. This enables arbitrary post-analysis because all degrees of freedom are available for the retained samples. However, when sampling systems with many degrees of freedom, retaining even a small fraction of samples requires considerable storage capacity. Even if capacity is abundant, disk throughput would limit the fraction of samples that could be recorded without having disk write operations dominate the execution time. In the second pattern, averages, moments, histograms, or other quantities are accumulated during simulation and recorded upon completion. This is parsimonious with respect to demands on storage bandwidth and capacity, but decisions about which quantities to accumulate, their frequencies of accumulation, and the number of samples to discard due to starting configuration bias must be made in advance. Altering these choices requires repeating the entire simulation.
These tradeoffs and losses of information complicate the usage of MH-class algorithms in real applications. A typical experience from our lab provides an illustrative example in the area of biomolecular simulation. A study of conformational and dimerization equilibria [3] involved a set of ∼10 proteins, each consisting of ∼10 3 interacting atoms and modelled at ∼10 different temperatures either individually or in pairs. At least three independent replicate simulations were performed for each condition, with each replicate generating ∼10 8 samples using MH. While some quantities of interest had their expectation values accumulated during the initial simulations, only 1 in ∼10 4 samples had their full set of atomic coordinates recorded. Despite using Gromacs XTC compression with limited precision, these sparse recordings consumed a total of ∼10 11 bytes of storage. Subsequent analyses could only be performed by reanalyzing these recorded samples or repeating the entire set of simulations while accumulating expectations for the new quantities of interest. Given that the simulations consumed ∼10 5 total hours of cpu time, both options were suboptimal in terms of efficient usage of computational resources.
These problems can be completely avoided. Here, we describe a simple method for recording the full sample sequence from a MH-class simulation that stores one bit per sample. The method operates independently from any details of the system and the transition proposals, and is therefore generally applicable.
Description of the method
Recording a bit string of 1's for acceptance and 0's for rejection, with one bit per transition, suffices to preserve the complete information content of all samples generated during one run of a MH-class algorithm. This method follows naturally from an information theoretic perspective: since all influence from the underlying distribution is reduced to a binary accept-or-reject decision, MH-class algorithms can be viewed as communication channels with capacity of one bit per sample [4, chapter 30.5 ]. An existing implementation of a MH-class algorithm can be easily modified to perform this recording operation during each iteration. Buffered output is necessary because file systems do not allow writing of individual bits, and also helps to reduce the frequency of disk writes.
Regenerating the full sequence of samples for subsequent reanalysis requires the recorded bit string, the starting state, and any pseudorandom number generator seed(s) from the original simulation. The original simulation code should be reused to guarantee that the original sequence of transition proposals is recapitulated, but modified to use the recorded bit string for deciding whether to accept or reject proposals. Since the acceptance criterion no longer needs to be evaluated, all calculations involved in computing ratios of sample weights or proposal probabilities can be skipped during reanalysis. However, as with the original simulation run, all degrees of freedom for every sample are available for computing and accumulating distributions of any quantity of interest.
Care must be taken to avoid corrupting the sequence of samples during reanalysis. The stream of pseudorandom numbers generated during reanalysis must be identical to the original simulation's stream. In particular, if a single pseudorandom number stream is used for generating transition proposals as well as evaluating the acceptance criterion, the pseudorandom number that would have been used for the acceptance criterion must be generated and discarded during each iteration. If analysis routines themselves make use of pseudorandom numbers, they must generate their own independent streams. Insidious platform dependencies are another source of potential corruption when recordings generated on one computer are reanalyzed on another. For example, the implementation of floating point arithmetic differs between processor architectures and compilers. This source of error should be eliminated by adhering to best practices in the coding of floating point operations [5] or writing unit tests that assert platform-specific assumptions are valid during both original simulation and reanalysis runs.
Demonstration of the method
To create a nontrivial demonstration of this recording method, we implemented a MH simulation of a colloidal suspension of charged spherical particles. This three-dimensional off-lattice system consists of 10 3 particles confined within a spherical droplet. Each particle has two charge sites that freely diffuse on the particle's surface. The potential energy is the sum of a pairwise Lennard-Jones potential between particle centers and a pairwise Debye-Hückel screened electrostatic potential between charge sites. Intra-particle and inter-particle electrostatic interactions are screened using different dielectric constants. Transition proposals consist of local or full randomization of one particle's center coordinates or charge site positions. An executable Java Archive file containing source code and compiled class files for this demonstration is available as supplementary material. To run it on any computer where Java Runtime Environment version 6 is installed, execute java -jar RecordingDemonstration.jar at a command line.
A comparison with typical alternatives highlights the efficiency of the proposed recording method. A straightforward format would be a recording of all seven degrees of freedom (x, y, z, θ 1 , φ 1 , θ 2 , φ 2 ) for all particles. While this is obviously inefficient, it is simple and easy to parse, facilitating interoperability with other software. Storing the updated values, if any, for only the changed degrees of freedom during a transition would be significantly more efficient. However, this method would tie the recording format to the choice of transition proposals; modifying the simulation to use more sophisticated transitions that simultaneously perturb multiple particles would require redesigning the format. An even more efficient method would record the potential energy (or more generally, the weight) of each sample. As with the proposed method, this would require preserving the simulation code, but would enable full reconstruction of the original samples without calculating any weights. Table 1 compares the storage efficiency of these recording schemes to the proposed one. RecordingDemonstration.jar can derive any of the other recordings starting from the bit string recording, proving that the bit string (along with simulation code and starting state) retains all information about the sample sequence.
Method
Bytes per sample 1 All degrees of freedom for all particles 56000 2 All degrees of freedom for changed particle only 32 3 Energy output 8 4 Bit string 0.125 Table 1 : Comparison of efficiencies for different recording methods. Calculated sizes assume that real numbers are represented and recorded using an eight-byte format. Method 2 uses one four-byte integer per sample to encode which particle, if any, changed, and assumes an acceptance rate of exactly 50%. Note that preserving the simulation code is necessary for methods 3 and 4. This would consume an additional amount of storage that is independent of the number of samples, and is not reflected in the table.
Since the bit string recording obviates all sample weight and proposal probability ratio calculations, iterating over the sample sequence takes significantly less time than generating it. To enable benchmarking, RecordingDemonstration.jar provides two analyses for the demonstration system. The first is a histogram of the central angle between intra-particle charge sites and the second is a pairwise distance histogram between particle centers. The histograms are accumulated once every 100 and 1000 steps, respectively. Table 2 compares the execution time for performing both analyses during the original simulation versus using the bit string recording. Note that energy evaluations are efficiently implemented such that only changing terms are computed; each iteration after the first of the original simulation performs a number of computations that is linear, rather than quadratic, in the number of particles. However, once the bit string is recorded, energy evaluations are skipped; each iteration only needs to update the degrees of freedom for a single particle and therefore executes in constant time.
Discussion
This method enables efficient reanalysis as long as the time spent generating and executing transition proposals is small compared to the time spent computing ratios of sample weights and proposal probabilities. Fortunately, this condition is naturally satisfied because sample weights are generally determined by an energy function or other interaction between degrees of freedom that is more expensive to update than the degrees of freedom themselves. By recording the results of the most computationally expensive component of MH-class algorithm implementations, the method proposed here approaches the minimum achievable limits on both storage consumption and execution time.
A closely related alternative method would be to record the full sequence of sample weights in addition to the accept / reject decision. In some applications, the sample weights themselves are important subjects of analysis, and rederiving them from the samples during reanalysis would be computationally expensive. For instance, in a simulation of a physical system in the canonical ensemble, one may wish to calculate the heat capacity and other properties of the energy distribution. Assuming that weights are represented as IEEE 754 double precision floating point numbers, as in Table 1 , each sample would require an additional 64 bits of storage. While much less compact than the bit string recording alone, it would still be far more efficient than most alternatives.
Note that the size of the recording might be further reduced by compressing it using a lossless algorithm. One bit per sample is an upper bound on the entropy rate [4, chapter 30.5] ; if the acceptance rate of the simulation is not exactly 1/2, the recorded bit string will contain biases that a compression algorithm can exploit.
The compactness of this recording method makes it susceptible to corruption: during reanalysis, a single incorrectly recorded bit contaminates all subsequent samples. An effective solution would be to encode the raw bit string using error correcting codes (ECC) that provide robustness at the cost of increased storage consumption [4, chapter 11] . In fact, employment of Reed-Solomon [6] and low-density parity-check (LDPC) [7] codes at the hardware level is already widespread among designers of random access memory, persistent storage devices, and networking interfaces. Therefore, ECC at the software level would constitute a redundant layer of protection against error. Non-redundant detection of error can be achieved by recording all degrees of freedom for a small number of checkpoint samples, and verifying equality for the corresponding samples generated during reanalysis. Alternatively, the common practice of comparing cryptographic hash function outputs can be applied to verifying the integrity of recorded bit strings.
This method is compatible with descendants of the MH algorithm that retain its general accept-orreject architecture. Examples include expanded ensemble techniques [8] , replica exchange Monte Carlo [9] , multiple-try Metropolis [10] , simulated annealing [11] , and simulated tempering [12] . For some algorithms, such as Wang-Landau sampling [13] , efficient post-analysis would require recording the system energy at every iteration as described above.
Conclusion
The method described here is a simple and effective approach to data storage and representation in the design of MH-class algorithm implementations. It facilitates decoupling of simulation design from the constraints of data analysis. The information theoretic perspective through which this method was conceived deserves broader appreciation in the development of Monte Carlo algorithms.
